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Dear Parents and Carers,
I’m sure you will be aware by now that the Welsh Government has launched a newly revised Curriculum for Wales which will be rolled out officially to our year 7 learners this September 
2022. I wanted to update you on the extensive work and planning we have done at CCYD over the last 6 years to prepare for the curriculum changes. We have been actively designing and 
implementing new programmes of learning in our year 7 curriculum followed by in the last 2 years re-designing our year 8 curriculum. We have also prioritised our focus on classroom 
practice across all lessons in every year group at CCYD and have developed our teaching & learning to support the Curriculum for Wales. 

In order to maintain consistency and quality in our teaching and learning across the whole school we have embedded methods and classroom practice to meet the requirements of the 
Curriculum for Wales. Some of the strategies which are now fully embedded into the whole CCYD curriculum from year 7 to year 13 include: 

The implementation of the 10 components of a CCYD lesson, the Big question which promotes enquiry and drives learning at the start of each lesson, 4 purpose development used as a key 
driver for all learning experiences. We also ensure that all lessons start with clear aims and literacy and numeracy starters which are in context to the learning. Our core focus in all curriculum 
areas is driven by literacy, numeracy and DCF in context to the subject based learning and development. 

The following information slides will provide you with an outline of our curriculum provision and teaching and learning at CCYD. I hope you find this information useful. Please do not hesitate 
to get in touch if you would like any further information. I would also like to get your views on our curriculum and how we can improve and shape our curriculum as we continually reflect and 
refine our provision. It is important to us to hear your views and how and what you want your child/children to learn. To support this please could you take the time to complete the survey 
on the last slide which will enable you to give your views on what you want your child to experience.

Yours Sincerely
Mrs Justine James
Assistant Headteacher : Curriculum and Teaching & Learning

justine.james@ccyd.org.uk



What does the Curriculum for Wales involve?

The 4 Purposes

The 4 Purposes



For further information about the 
Welsh Government 

Curriculum for Wales 22 watch this 
short animation…..

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Am1wg46OsCE


CCYD aspires to empower our community to be collaborative, resilient and 

reflective individuals who have the self-confidence to embrace challenge.

What is our Curriculum Vision?
At CCYD our curriculum vision is:
● Centred around a shared vision focusing on the learning of all within the community

● To develop in all learners the experiences, knowledge and skills needed for employment, lifelong 
learning and active citizenship

● To enable every learner to develop the 4 purposes so that they can show resilience, be 
imaginative, compassionate, reflective and ambitious

● To allow learners to encounter meaningful and authentic contexts which provide challenge and 
develop their innovation and creativity

CCYD Vision Statement



How do we embed our Curriculum Vision at CCYD?
Ensuring the 4 Purposes are prioritised in all learning at CCYD:
Development of the 4 purposes in learners is central to all aspects of planning at CCYD. The provision for delivering and developing the 4 P’s in our learners is an integral 
part of our CCYD 10 components of each lesson as well as being embedded in our lesson planning and POL format. This informs evaluation through lesson observation 
and our book monitoring rubrics. In realising the 4 purposes we set out to equip all of our learners for ongoing learning, work and life. Consistent approaches to teaching 
and learning in all lessons supports learner progress and development to enable learners to achieve their full potential. Learner voice is used extensively across all AOLEs 
to ensure that learners opinions on their learning experiences are valued, evaluated and informs future planning. The Core skills of literacy, numeracy and DCF are central 
to all POLs and form contextualised learning experiences which complement subject themes and topics as well as supporting 4 P development.

Delivery of a Broad and Balanced curriculum at CCYD:
AOLE provision is carefully planned at all stages to ensure a broad range of subjects are taught. Core and wider skills are integral across all areas to enable learners to 
achieve their full potential. There are clear links within AOLE subjects through collaboratively planned learning experiences in KS3. There are a wide range of subjects 
offered at 14 (GCSE level) and post 16 (A level) and we continue to develop our provision as specifications become available so that we can offer broad subjects. Our 
Curriculum offer at KS4 and A level includes a wide range of academic and vocational courses across all of the AOLEs which enable learners to progress to pathways 
beyond school education.

Developing learner experiences, knowledge and skills at CCYD:
AOLEs work together to plan key concepts in teaching & learning and ensure that the statements of what matters and descriptions of learning underpin learning across 
different contexts in all subjects. Cross curricular core skills and wider skills are central to all planning and are essential elements within teaching and learning to ensure 
that learners can access knowledge. These are planned into POL’s delivered to all year groups. These skills can be transferred after learning at CCYD into the world of 
work, enabling learner adaptability to thrive in the world beyond education. We also ensure that the curriculum supports the wellbeing and mental health of all learners 
across the AOLEs.

Supporting progression at CCYD:
AFL is delivered through ongoing assessment and ensures that teachers are able to identify learner needs with learners actively involved in identifying how they can take 
the next steps to progress. Teachers use AFL as a lesson by lesson tool to understand the needs of the group and individuals and to inform ongoing planning within 
teaching and learning. The 5 principles of progression underpin progression across the AOLEs and are used to provide a reference point of progress whilst learners are 
working towards the statements of what matters. The 4 purposes are integral to progression so that they can develop into pathways beyond school and they inform 
planning of all learning experiences. We work in collaboration with the cluster primaries to map and plan for progression to ensure that learners can make appropriate 
progress and can be supported by challenging learning experiences.



How do I know if I’m 
healthy?

Is freedom 
important to us?

How do welsh celebrities inspire us?

How do big events 
shape our future?

What can we learn 
from space?

Sci/Tech (D&T and ICT)
H&WB (Food & Nutrition)

Humanities (RPE/History/Geography)
Expressive arts (Art)

All subjects across 
the AOLE’s

Year 7 Skills/Challenge curriculum 
These are interdisciplinary projects delivered across a range of subjects with a 

common theme and overarching BIG Question
Each ‘Challenge’ is delivered one at a time in a 10 week block  to give learners an immersive experience 

of the topics across a range of subject areas in AOLEs

The Skills / Challenge lessons are delivered alongside ‘Core’ lessons in Maths, English, 
Science, Music, H&WB (PE, H&WB, Food & Nutrition) MFL and Welsh 

Delivered in 1 week across all 
subjects leading to St Davids 

day as part of our Welsh 
culture and celebration week

Development of the core skills is prioritised across 
the whole curriculum (Literacy, Numeracy and DCF)



● To explore creative ways of developing the 4 purposes of learners through classroom 
experiences, allowing teachers to experiment with different methods of teaching and learning

● To bring subject departments together in a interdisciplinary approach to create innovative 
ways of developing learner skills, knowledge and experiences with literacy, numeracy and DCF 
at the core of learning experiences

● To develop the Big question approach to structure lessons so learning allows for enquiry and 
supports learners in becoming more independent in their learning

● Deliver projects which build on the primary style approach to learning and allows             for a 
smooth transition and progression from primary learning into secondary learning

● Specialist subject trained staff deliver within the AOLEs allowing for quality provision and to 
build sound knowledge and understanding whilst developing the 4 purposes

Aims of our Year 7 Skills/Challenge Curriculum 



Year 7 Challenge projects







Year 7 Challenge projects



How we plan using 
the Curriculum for 
Wales framework

Example of a 
H&WB AOLE 
project delivered 
across H&WB, Food 
and Nutrition and 
PE lessons

All AOLE’s deliver 2 
cross AOLE projects 
in year 8 so this 
allows further 
collaboration and 
builds on the 
learning experiences 
from year 7 and 
develops progression



Embedding Literacy, 

Numeracy and DCF skills 

and mapping the 

statements of what 

matters and  progression 

steps

Skills planning 
Core and Wider

There are 12 AOLE projects delivered 
across the whole curriculum in year 8 



The Greatest Showman 
movie plot is the hook and 
gives the main concepts to 
this project. Learners build 
on experiences and subject 
knowledge to develop their 
expertise and they 
demonstrate this through 
their final outcomes in the 
art work and finale 
performance.

Learners explore the 
concepts and their meaning 
within the Greatest 
Showman movie for 
example looking at how 
relationships impact on 
decision making and 
determination and 
resilience lead to success.

There are lots of 
opportunities for literacy 
development in writing and 
oracy when exploring and 
analysing the above

Example of our Interdisciplinary cross AOLE project delivered in year 8

We have 12 AOLE projects delivered in year 8 across the 6 AOLEs



KS3 CURRICULUM model for September 2022-July 2023

Languages Literacy 
Communication

Maths Numeracy Science & Technology Humanities Expressive Arts Health & Wellbeing

KS3 - AOLEs

Year 7

*The number of hours shown are per fortnight 

Subject/ 
AOLE

Maths Eng Sci 
core

H&WB
Physical/HWB/

Enrichment
Physical activities/HWB- 

Personal Growth & Wellbeing/
Enrichment

MFL Welsh Oracy Music Chall
Geog

Chall
Hist

Chall
RPE

Chall
Art

2 x 10 week 
project
Themes

Total
50 Hours

Dreams of Freedom

When something BIG happens!

4 4 4 4

Chall
D&T
PD

Chall
ICT

Chall
D&T

Food & 
Nutrition/ 

Textiles

Chall
Num

Chall 
Lit

2 x 9 week 
project
themes

I’m healthy and I know it!

The sky is NOT the limit!

hours 8 8 5 1
HWB

2
Physical

2 
Enrich

2 3 1 2 4 4 4 2 2

Hours are indicated per fortnight

Lead: S Peatey Lead: L Ball Lead: R Phelps Lead: V Pearce Lead: Z Western Lead: R Morgan



Languages Literacy 
Communication

Maths Numeracy Science & Technology Humanities Expressive Arts Health & Wellbeing

AOLE Languages Literacy 
Communication

Maths Numeracy Science & Technology Humanities Expressive Arts Health & Wellbeing hours

Subject English Welsh MFL Maths Sci SCI TECH Digital 
Tech/Computer 

Science

Geog Hist RPE Music Art Drama PE H&WB Food &
 Nutrition

Hours

7 3 2 7 5 2PD 2 ICT/
CS

3 3 3 3 3 1 2 2 2

Total
12 7 9 9 7 6 50

Year 
8&9

Lead: S Peatey Lead: L Ball Lead: R Phelps Lead: V Pearce Lead: Z Western Lead: R Morgan

KS3 CURRICULUM model for September 2022-23

*The number of hours shown are per fortnight 



Optional subjects list for Year 9 learners to study in 10/11 (KS4)

Learners select 3 from the list in November and from this information based on 
learner choices we populate our options columns to accommodate as many 
combinations as possible.

We continue to evaluate and broaden our curriculum offer to meet the needs of 
our learners

We offer a range of GCSE qualifications and BTEC vocational qualifications in KS4

In addition to 3 optional subjects learners also study compulsory subjects in: 

● English Language
● English Literature
● Maths 
● Numeracy 
● Science 
● Welsh 
● H&WB/RVE 
● PE
● Welsh Baccalaureate skills Challenge 
● Teamwork and Personal Development in the Community

Key 
stage 

4



Year 12 
Curriculum 
September 

2022

There are 8 hours per fortnight allocated per subject
The Skills challenge/Welsh Baccalaureate is studied by all learners in KS5 and is equivalent to 1 A level

New

New

Learners choose 3 subjects to study from the options above
There will also be a small number of collaboration subjects in the A and D columns where 
learners will be taught by other Bridgend schools in a blended approach 
Examples: Further Maths, Economics, these will be confirmed by September 2022

CCYD 6th Form



Year 13 
Curriculum 
September 

2022

8 hours per subject
Skills Challenge Advanced taught to all learners in addition to the 3 chosen A levels 

CCYD 6th Form



Wider skills development
These are embedded into all lesson planning in every year 
group and support the development of the 4 purposes:
Example : Critical thinking skills……

Approaches to learning: These are the 
expectations of what is incorporated 

in a typical CCYD lesson



Parents and Carers survey : 
views on the CCYD curriculum 

provision

Parents and Carers please take the time to complete the 
survey below.

We need your views to help us co-construct our curriculum

Thank you for taking the time to look 
at our curriculum at CCYD

justine.james@ccyd.org.uk

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeVPg272p3uysSZ0JUmicrvuBvCzjaAnHkQMT-EJBhMFBU_9w/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeVPg272p3uysSZ0JUmicrvuBvCzjaAnHkQMT-EJBhMFBU_9w/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeVPg272p3uysSZ0JUmicrvuBvCzjaAnHkQMT-EJBhMFBU_9w/viewform?usp=sf_link

